Data is marketer's

FIRST LOVE

One solid reason why data will always rock is because
data helps marketers to understand customer's behaviour,
trends and buying patterns.Employees might be the vital
asset for a company. But for a marketer data is and
perhaps and will be always the ﬁrst love.

are looking up to marketers to drive strategic business
initiative. In an effort to enrich customer experience,
organizations are ﬂirting with the potential role that
marketing can play.

New environment requires new strategies
Friend, philosopher and guide
It is through data that a marketer ﬁnds way through the
maze and intricacies of customer behaviour. Data throws
light on what customer's aspirations are and what
corresponding product/services are available in the
market. Data helps a marketer to crack the customer
insight code. This is the foundation for all the intelligent
marketing operations.

Food for marketing
Data is the fuel on which marketing campaign are run. A
data driven smart marketing operations connects instantly
with the customer and get results. It resonates value and
relevancy to a customer. This is how successful marketing
operations are crafted.

The days of heavy advertisement to attract customers
are losing ground. Today the need of the hour is to
launch more speciﬁcally targeted marketing campaigns which is data driven and selected from diverse platforms,
channels and sources.

Do more with less
Never before a marketer has felt the need to deliver
more with fewer resources. That is where Lake B2B can
help a client to reap maximum dividends with their limited
marketing budgets. To know how our marketing
operations can make this possible, email us at or simply
call us at 800-382-4081.
info@lakeb2b.com
www.lakeb2b.com

Alittle data is a dangerous thing
Data can be the key decider in the success or failure of
marketing operations. Organizations are increasingly
resorting to marketing solutions which is crucial to insight
based relationship marketing, supporting the management
of contacts, proﬁles and behavior through transaction data.
A little data is of no help since it does not have much input
needed to arrive at business insights.

Turning over a new leaf
Marketers play with data that is a critical factor in powering
their craft. New technologies are usurping the old ones for
uncovering insights through the use of friendlier interface.
The basic idea is to allow for a single customer viewing
system, campaign execution, marketing automation and
quality data management.This also results in better
response management.

New thoughts. New expectations
There has been a tremendous paradigm shift in the
thought process of an organization - the way they
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